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“This is a breakup record. Two of the songs were written on a Wednesday, and by Friday I  
was getting divorced.” So says Brooklyn based Rock and Soul singer-songwriter Elijah  
Tucker. His words reveal the inner struggle and ultimate salvation that fueled his 
sophomore record, Saturn, released October 11, 2012. 

  
The heart of the record is the pining soul-jazz ballad “Kicking Snow.” Itʼs an emotive, late-night simmering 
confessional of fading love.  “That song tells the story of the frustration and loneliness I felt when I realized Iʼd 
taken a step I wasnʼt ready for,” he explains. “The day I got married, it was cold outside, and I found myself 
walking down the street kicking snow, wondering ʻwhat the %&@ did I just do?!ʼ” He plaintively sings: “And Iʼm 
alone, and nowhere is home/And Iʼm on the street, angry and Kicking Snow.” Here, Tuckerʼs Broadway-robust 
voice is raw but restrained with nuanced emotionality, with a revelatory instrumental break featuring a unison 
melody played by acoustic and electric guitar, flute and tenor saxophone. 
  
The infectious “O Pain! Piano” and the playful “If I Only Had A Brain” are album highlights. “O Pain! Piano” is a 
classic slice of Elton John-esque piano-rock with refreshingly blunt introspection. Tuckerʼs lyrics are powerfully 
succinct: “The best thing about my life is that itʼs mine/The worst thing about my life is Everything.” With a nod to 
The Band, the soul-rock of “If I Only Had A Brain” has a scruffy charm, featuring an endearing duet with 
keyboardist Akie Bermiss. 
 
With Tucker on guitar and vocals, the Saturn band also includes Akie Bermiss (keyboards/vocals), Mark Wixom 
(bass) and Andrew Gillespie (drums).  Guests on the record include Clark Gayton (Bruce Springsteen, Prince, 
Rihanna) on Trombone and producer/engineer Craig Dreyer (Dispatch, Keith Richards) on winds and organ, 
among others. 
  
The album, produced by Tucker and Craig Dreyer, was recorded and mixed entirely to analog tape at Dreyerʼs 
Mighty Toad Studio in Brooklyn. The fact that it was a non-digital production bespeaks a deep artistic intent: 
Tucker wanted to experience how his heroes made their records in the storied past of recording. “The sounds 
went from my mouth and fingers onto this tape—the sound is really here—itʼs a not just a digital approximation,” 
he says. Saturn is available on vinyl so it can be experienced true to its heartfelt, old school intent; it is also 
available digitally. 
  
Hereʼs what some folks have to say about Saturn: 
  
“Elijahʼs songwriting deftly mixes elements of various genres into enjoyable concoctions. “Kicking Snow” is a 
wonderful number, standing apart in itʼs biting blues melancholy. The crafting of this and, indeed, every song 
on Saturn is truly breathtaking; the variety, class and skill injected into the album makes for a truly unique 
experience.”  –www.musicemissions.com 
  
“Youʼll find yourself immersed in Elijahʼs songs to the point where youʼll mentally play his tunes as the background 
music to your very own life story.” Siobhan Chapman, www.indiemunity.com 
  
“There is nothing wrong with this release. It may be a cliche, but Saturn is really out of this world!” –Matthew Forss, 
insideworldmusic.blogspot.com 
  
“Tucker is bloody good at almost anything he touches. There are a lot of post-genre acts out there who say that 
no style or sound is off the table, but few make the transitions in between as well as Elijah Tucker.  ”Saturn” is 
[like] a good party: running with a life of its own but never quite out of control.” Wildy Haskel, Wildyʼs World  
 
Tucker performs regularly in Manhattan, Brooklyn, suburban Philadelphia and nationally as well.  His music can 
be heard on independent radio stations across the country, including WKZE-98.1 Red Hook, NY; WESU-88.1 
Middletown, CT; WSRN-91.5 Swarthmore, PA; WVEW-107.7 Brattleboro, VT; KZFR-90.1 Chico, CA, as well as 
numerous blogs and internet radio stations. 


